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Hello,

  

  

My mission is to assist you in your journey from fear and unhappiness to love and full success. 
 All my efforts and knowledge of different techniques help me to open Love in my heart and find
harmony in my life.  

  

Commitment and devotion to going within ourselves in order to heal, to find the truth of all the
pain we experience, and to learn to listen to what our physical, mental and emotional pains tell
us.

  

In every challenge and hardship we face, there is also a most precious gift waiting to be
unwrapped, the gift of knowing the truth in our own hearts. It is the ultimate gift we can give
ourselves in this lifetime.

  

We live in a time rich with opportunities to transcend the old beliefs of living in fear, pain,
struggle and separation. The old belief that life is hard.

  

We have the opportunity to live the "new way," to live a life rooted in our hearts of knowing, joy,
understanding, peace, freedom, forgiveness, love, unity and Oneness.

  

The world is energy, including us humans. The energy of our bodies is a part of our health and
wellness. When your energy is imbalanced, you feel illness, break relationships with friends and
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family, or experience losses in business.

  

As soon as you restore your energy, you will feel confident and healthy. During the healing
process, to balance your energy, we open the reasons for pain (physical or mental) and let it go.
The energy of love and peace will take the free space.

  

In order to heal the pain, we have to find the truth inside ourselves, and make the choice to
resolve problematic relationships or behaviors, leading to understanding or forgiveness.
 Healing is a gift for everyone in this time. We have an opportunity to transform our old
understandings of fear, pain, and separation to happiness, joy, understanding, peace, freedom,
forgiveness, love, and unity for complete success in life.

  

I'm a Master-Teacher Traditional Reiki, Master- Teacher Kundalini Reiki, Master-Teacher
Karuna Reiki, Master-Instructor Integrated Enegrgy Therapy, Master Metaphysics,
Clairvoyance.

  

Reiki is a divine energy and means Life Energy. It is very wisdom and powerful energy. It goes
where it has to be and you have to follow with your hands  after it. Reiki can heal your current,
past and future.  It is possible to heal in person or distance.

  

Kundalini Reiki  is an energy that stay in ther Kundalini center in the body until you activate it.  
This is very important to use this energy to heal body and soul.

  

Karuna Reiki means  heal with compassion. It is very powerful energy and goes to ther reasons
of your problem. You fill full relax and calm while healer works on your body. It can be contact or
distance healing. Most important for patient to trust and believe that all neagtive issues will be
gone.

  

Integrated Energy Therapy is a direct heal from Angels that I has been attuned  few years ago. 
I connect with Angles and Archangels to heal your body and your mind.  Angels come to us any
moment we need them. They are  to help us regarding our highest plan. It means that events
will come naturally. 
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I look forward to connecting with you to provide support in your journey to real truth, love,
forgiveness and the understanding that life is the greatest treasure we have.

  

Always yours,
 Emily.

  

 E-mail:          Этот e-mail адрес защищен от спам-ботов, для его просмотра у Вас должен
быть включен Javascript      

  

www.balance4success.org 

  

  

Облака:  
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